LEARN TOGETHER
Painting and art appreciation helps children develop new points of view about themselves and their world.

MATERIALS
- Dish soap
- Food coloring
- Bowls
- Paint brushes or sponges
- A window

MAKE TOGETHER
Patricia Cazorla & Nancy Saleme are an aunt and niece artist team passionate about public art. They hope their work can educate communities around social justice issues.

Watch Patricia and Nancy work in their studio to complete their project, Lighting the Road. Together they create a mural installed in New York City’s Port Authority Bus Terminal.

Let’s make window art inspired by Patricia and Nancy with your own window paint.

1. Gathering a few small bowls.
2. Squirt a small amount of dish soap in each bowl.
3. Add a few drops of food coloring to each bowl so you have a variety of colors to work with.
4. Stir the mixtures in each bowl.
5. Use a paint brush or sponge to create a painting directly on your window! This paint is easy to clean and washes right off.
6. Write a message to a friend or neighbor, thank your community helpers, or get creative in your own way!

Learn more about some of the other artists of Inside Art.

For more fun activities, please go to cmom.org/resources